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ABSTRACT

Robots will be the first to discover and charac-
terize ices that exist at the poles of some moons
and planets. These distinctive regions have ex-
tensive, grazing, time-varying shadows that raise
significant time and energy constraints for solar-
powered robots. In order to maximize the science-
value of missions in such environments, rovers
must visit as many targets as possible while
considering limitations imposed by time-varying
shadows and risks associated with traveling long
distances. This paper compares a greedy baseline
algorithm with two genetic algorithm approaches
for selecting and sequencing waypoints to max-
imize waypoint value while minimizing distance
traveled. The value and diversity of solutions from
the baseline greedy solution, a single-objective
genetic algorithm, and an NSGA-II framework
are compared for this multiobjective optimization
problem. All genetic solutions are shown to find
high value sequences as compared to the greedy
algorithm. This research demonstrates that a ge-
netic approach could be utilized to effectively plan
future missions for solar-powered rovers in dy-
namic, shadowed environments.

1 INTRODUCTION

Rover missions to the lunar poles will be shorter
and faster-paced than current and previous Mars
missions. Due to lunar temperature extremes, a
rover will not last for years; instead, missions may
even be confined to a two-week lunar sunlight pe-
riod [1]. This contrast in mission lengths necessi-
tates varied approaches to mission planning. Tac-
tical planning for the Mars rovers involves plan-
ning out about a day of operations at a time and

then waiting for the rover to execute those oper-
ations. Here, strategic planning, which happens
on a longer time scale, is decoupled from tacti-
cal planning. On the Moon however, available
communications and abundant solar power enable
nearly 24-7 operation with seconds of latency for
the mission duration [2, 1].

However, staying in the sun requires careful spa-
tiotemporal path planning, since oblique illumina-
tion angles cause long shadows, which transform
with time as the Moon rotates (see Figure 1). Tac-
tical decisions can and must be made quickly, but
must also carefully consider how a given action
might impact subsequent mission goals. For ex-
ample, stopping for hours to drill in one location
could prevent a solar-powered rover from travel-
ing to another interesting region, as drilling time
coincides with the short time window when the
connecting path is illuminated. Thus, the lack of
constant sunlight availability can make some re-
gions unreachable with a rover’s battery capacity.

Missions with such short time frames must max-
imize their utility by visiting as many high-value
science targets as possible. Rover missions also
prefer to minimize distance traveled, since longer
paths are inherently riskier. Unfortunately, as the
number of desired waypoints increases, an exact
solution to the question of which waypoints to
visit and in what order becomes impractical [3].
To address this problem, this paper evaluates the
efficacy of several metaheuristic algorithms for
planning waypoint sequences with large numbers
of waypoints (∼50) that run within a reasonable
time frame.

This paper applies two genetic algorithms to the
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Figure 1: Time-varying lighting conditions on Shackleton Crater, located at the Lunar South Pole.

problem – a single-objective genetic algorithm
and a multiobjective NSGA-II [4]. Both algo-
rithms start with populations generated randomly
and using deterministic and probabilistic greedy
algorithms. These algorithms maximize the value
of waypoints while minimizing distance and re-
maining within energy and time bounds. Heuris-
tics guide the evolution of each generation, which
helps minimize runtime while improving solu-
tions. Performance of both the genetic algorithms
and the greedy algorithms is tested on simulated
lunar polar data and efficacy is evaluated based on
runtime, the highest value path, and the solution
diversity.

The paper is organized as follows. First, re-
lated work and a formal definition of the waypoint
sequencing problem are given. Next, the way-
point sequencing algorithms are presented and ex-
plained. Experiments are described and analyzed
in the Experiment and Results section. The Con-
clusions section discusses conclusions and direc-
tions for future research.

2 RELATED WORK
The problem of waypoint sequencing under time-
varying illumination subject to non-monotonic en-
ergy constraints is similar to, but distinct from,
several variants of the Orienteering Problem (OP),
in which the agent maximizes reward while min-
imizing path length [5]. Variants of the OP in-
clude: the Time-Dependent Orienteering Prob-
lem (TDOP) [6], the Orienteering Problem with
Time Windows (OPTW) [7], the Time-Dependent
Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (TD-
OPTW) [8], the Sequence Dependent Team Ori-
enteering Problem (SDTOP) [9], and the Gener-
alized Orienteering Problem [10]. In the TDOP,
edge costs between two waypoints are dependent
on the time at which the path starts from one way-

point to another. In the OPTW, each waypoint
is only available during a limited time. The TD-
OPTW combines TDOP and OPTW. In the SD-
TOP, waypoints have different value depending on
the visitation order. Finally, in the GOP, the total
value of all waypoints is a non-linear function of
a set of waypoint attributes.

Prior researchers have applied the OP to rover
planning [11, 12]. Others have proposed numer-
ous approaches to solving the OP and its vari-
ants. Gunawan et. al. [13] pose the TDOP as
an integer linear programming model and utilizes
metaheuristics for a solution. Duque, Lozano, and
Medaglia solve the OPTW with recursive depth-
first search and a set of pruning methods [14],
though this requires a priori knowledge of edge
costs. Wang et. al. [10] and Karbowska et.
al. [15] use genetic approaches to solve the GOP
and OPTW, respectively.

While multiobjective OP variants are often dealt
with by constraining one objective (i.e. distance)
while maximizing the other (i.e. waypoint value),
other algorithms address multiobjective optimiza-
tion directly, one being NSGA-II, a genetic algo-
rithm variant [4]. Instead of finding a single solu-
tion, it finds a set of solutions along the pareto-
optimal front. Since mission planers will have
many preferences that are difficult to take into ac-
count, providing a set of non-dominated solutions
to choose from is desirable.

The distinction of this waypoint sequencing prob-
lem is the incorporation of rover energy as a non-
monotonic resource, making the path cost be-
tween waypoints depend not only on start time,
but also the sequence of past waypoints. Energy
constraints also control the times at which way-
points are available. Thus time windows are not
explicitly known a priori but are implicit functions



of energy constraints. If, for a period of time, a
waypoint requires too much shadowed travel to
reach or too much time in shadow to complete
an action at the waypoint, energy constraints will
prevent travel to that waypoint during that period.
Edge costs are not known a priori and are se-
quence dependent, unlike in the OP variants dis-
cussed above. However, the sequence affects the
edge costs instead of the value gained from way-
points, as in the Sequence Dependent Team Orien-
teering Problem (SDTOP) introduced by Mennell
[9].

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION

This section provides a formal definition of the
problem of waypoint sequencing under time-
varying illumination subject to non-monotonic en-
ergy constraints. Solar powered rovers expend en-
ergy but recharge while illuminated. A rover has
maximum and minimum energy levels, Emax and
Emin, respectively. Illumination varies spatiotem-
porally, so to stay above Emin, a rover may take
different paths between the same two points given
different start times or energies.

Given a set W of N waypoints, located spatially in
an environment with spatiotemporal illumination
variation, the waypoint sequencing problem seeks
to find an ordering for some subset of these way-
points. The rover arrives at waypoint wi at time
ai with energy ei and leaves at time li with energy
εi For each wi, there is an associated value, pi, as
well as time and energy costs that the robot must
incur to complete the action, τi and δEai,ei

i , respec-
tively.

The path from waypoint wi to waypoint w j has
some distance, dli,εi

i j , takes some time, τli,εi
i j , and

causes some change in energy, δEli,εi
i j , which all

depend li and εi. The rover starts at a waypoint,
w1, at time tstart and must reach an ending way-
point, wN before time tend. The variable xi j = 1
if the rover visits waypoint wi immediately be-
fore waypoint w j. The objective is to maximize
the total value, P = p1 +

∑N−1
i=1

∑N
j=2 xi j p j, of

waypoints visited, while minimizing total distance
traveled, D =

∑N−1
i=1

∑N
j=2 xi jdi j, and satisfying the

constraints in Eqs. 1-6.

Following a formulation similar to [5], Eq. 1 en-
forces the start and end waypoint, ensures path
continuity and makes sure each waypoint is vis-
ited at most once. Eq. 2 and Eq. 4 ensure that

costs τi, δEai,ei
i , and δEli,εi

i j are met and that en-
ergy does not exceed Emax. Eq. 5 enforces energy
bound Emin. Eq. 6 enforces time bounds tstart and
tend.

N∑
j=2

x1 j =

N−1∑
i=1

xiN = 1,
N−1∑
i=1

xik =

N∑
j=2

xk j ≤ 1 (1)

li − ai ≥ τi (2)

εi = min(δEai,ei
i + ei, Emax) (3)

e j = min(δEli,εi
i j + εi, Emax) (4)

Emin ≤ εi, Emin ≤ ei,∀i = 1, ...,N (5)

tstart+l1−a1+

N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=2

xi j

(
τi j + l j − a j

)
≤ tend (6)

4 WAYPOINT SEQUENCING

Two genetic algorithm approaches were tested:
a single-objective genetic algorithm, which opti-
mizes P but, given two paths of equivalent value,
chooses lower D; and the NSGA-II algorithm,
which optimizes both P and D simultaneously
[4]. For both genetic approaches, the population
is seeded with a set of feasible paths generated us-
ing randomized greedy algorithms. All algorithms
call an energy-aware point-to-point planner to get
path costs between waypoints.

4.1 Waypoint-to-Waypoint Planning

Point-to-point planning for solar-powered rovers
under time-varying illumination has been ad-
dressed both by Tompkins [16] and more recently
Cunningham et al. [17]. Both developed plan-
ners that considered energy and time constraints
while using deterministic A*-based planning. Ot-
ten et al. also addressed long-duration point-to-
point path planning on the lunar poles but did not
explicitly address energy constraints [2].

This research directly follows the approach of
Cunningham et al. for point-to-point planning
[17]. An energy-aware waypoint-to-waypoint



planner is used to find dli,εi
i j , τli,εi

i j , and δEli,εi
i j for

all paths between waypoints as well as the energy
cost for visiting a waypoint, δEai,ei

i .

In order to represent the dynamic nature of the
environment at the lunar poles, the world is dis-
cretized into a time series of shadow maps. Each
shadow map represents the state of the world for
a discrete time interval, T . A graph is used to
encode the world in a representation that a plan-
ner can easily interpret. A node of the graph,
V = (x, y,T ), corresponds to a position, (x, y), at a
specific time interval, T . Edges are created using
directed edges in an 8-connected grid. Nodes are
connected to other nodes at the same time inter-
val, T , and at the next time interval, T + 1. For
each pair of connected nodes, there is a set of dif-
ferent velocities that the rover can use that allows
different energy and time transitions. Energy and
time costs for each edge are calculated using solar
power derived from the shadow maps and physics-
based rover models.

The point-to-point planner’s A*-based search al-
gorithm minimizes time while keeping all nodes
in the path within predefined energy bounds de-
rived from the battery capacity. Energy, E, and
time, t, are continuous variables also considered
as part of the search state and must stay within
predefined constraints. The relevant energy and
time values for a state are computed during the
search and are not known a priori. Consequently,
the planner does not plan directly over the graph
nodes. Instead, it dynamically creates a new state
S = (x, y,T, t, E) every time it adds to the open
list. Multiple (x, y,T, t, E) states correspond to the
same (x, y,T ) node in the graph but with differ-
ent energy and time values. State dominance is
used to prevent this method from creating an un-
bounded number of states.

Energy is a non-monotonic resource cost. It can
either increase or decrease over an edge. Falling
below Emin causes states to be pruned, and no
more energy can be added to the battery above
Emax.

When the point-to-point planner is asked to plan
from a starting state to a waypoint, it plans to a
set of goal nodes at that (x, y) location using Eu-
clidean distance divided by maximum speed as the
heuristic. Because each waypoint has a specified
time cost Ti, when the planner opens a state at the
goal location, it tests to see whether it can com-

plete its objective at that location and still remain
within energy and time constraints before deter-
mining that it has completed the search.

4.2 Greedy and Probabilistic Greedy

The greedy algorithm iteratively selects the next-
best waypoint to form a full sequence, beginning
with the start waypoint and time. At each step, it
checks if the end can be reached from the current
waypoint, and uses a heuristic function to measure
the cost to visit each remaining waypoint. If the
end cannot be reached before tend, then the cur-
rent waypoint is removed and replaced with the
final waypoint. Otherwise, the algorithm greedily
chooses the next waypoint with the highest heuris-
tic value. The heuristic value function for travel-
ing from wi to w j is:

Hi→ j =
p j

τli,εi
i j

−
log (p j)

p j + τ
li,εi
i j

(7)

The heuristic function prioritizes higher value lo-
cations while penalizing locations that take a long
time to reach. Several other functions were eval-
uated, but this produced the best results in prac-
tice. In the worst case, the greedy algorithm ex-
amines every waypoint and at every step evalu-
ates the path to each remaining waypoint, result-
ing in a time complexity of O(n2). The probabilis-
tic greedy algorithm is the same as the greedy al-
gorithm, but instead of always choosing the best
waypoint to add next, it randomly picks the next
waypoints with higher probabilities given to those
with higher heuristic values.

4.3 Genetic Algorithms

For both genetic algorithms, an initial popu-
lation is constructed of ρsize randomly gener-
ated, γsize probabilistic-greedy generated, and
one deterministic-greedy generated waypoint se-
quences. During each generation, the best parents
are selected and paired to produce children, which
then undergo mutations and become the next gen-
eration. In order to directly compare the single-
objective and NSGA-II, both loops stopped af-
ter the best child according to the single-objective
had not changed for Gnum generations. Both ge-
netic algorithms are elitist. The single-objective
always keeps the best parent from the previous
generation, and the NSGA-II considers all parents
and children when selecting the next generation.



Both methods ensure that the “best” individuals
remain in the current population.

4.3.1 Fitness Selection

A subset of size σsize is chosen from the popula-
tion to undergo mating. The single-objective al-
gorithm uses tournament grouping selection: the
sample population is divided into σsize groups;
then the best sequence is added to the mating pool
from each group. Tournament grouping selection
was chosen because it is less likely to become
stuck in local minima than simply selecting the
best σsize [18]. The NSGA-II genetic algorithm
uses the standard non-domination and crowding
distance sorting to select the mating pool in order
to preserve solution diversity. Crowding distance
is computed in objective space [4]. The final new
population size after the entire evolution step is
(4 ∗ (σsize − 1)) + 1.

4.3.2 Evolution

The evolution step turns a mating pool into a new
generation using crossover, mutation, and clean-
ing.

Crossover: The crossover phase utilizes ran-
dom mating selection and Edge-Recombination
Crossover, which has the advantage of maintain-
ing valid path segments of parents [10].

Mutation: The mutation step modifies child se-
quences generated in the crossover step to encour-
age varied exploration. Each child from the evolu-
tion step is copied, and the copy is mutated. Mu-
tation occurs in three ways:

1. Addition: a random waypoint is added to the
sequence with higher probibility of inserting
close to another waypoint that is close in ei-
ther time or Euclidean distance.

2. Delete: a random waypoint is removed.

3. Swap: two random waypoints are swapped.

All mutations are more likely to act on waypoints
in the sequence that are connected to edges with
high time cost. This heuristic guides mutations to
improve sections of the sequence that cause the
robot to wait or travel long distances, which are
more likely to be suboptimal.

Cleaning: Because some children may not be vi-
able paths, the cleaning step iteratively removes
waypoints from a sequence (excluding the begin-
ning and end waypoints) until a viable path exists
through the sequence that satisfies all constraints.
Heuristics are also added to cleaning, greatly im-
proving the speed and resulting paths. Waypoints
are removed randomly with greater probabilities
assigned to sections of the path with high time
cost. There is also a higher chance of remov-
ing either the last waypoint before the point-to-
point planning failed or the waypoint it was plan-
ning to. Compared to fully random removal, these
heuristics remove fewer waypoints, keeping the
sequence quality high.

5 Experiments and Results
Experiments were run to test both the quality
of paths returned and the computational effi-
ciency for each waypoint sequencing algorithm.
All experiments were run using 35 synthetically-
generated shadow maps of Shackleton Crater on
the lunar south pole, corresponding to several
Earth days. Sets of waypoints were randomly
generated within the map area. A graph of ver-
tex locations and edge costs for the graph used
in waypoint-to-waypoint planning was precom-
puted.

The number of waypoints, {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}, and
the locations (within the map area) and values
(from 1 to 10) of the waypoints were varied be-
tween tests. 10 waypoints was the minimum
tested since fewer waypoints become trivial for a
brute force solution. For each number of way-
points, five different test cases were generated
with different locations and values. Values ranged
between 1 and 10 for each waypoint. The planner
was run on each test case four times. For both
genetic algorithms, the mating population size,
σsize, for N waypoints was (N/2)3 with a max of
500. The initial number of randomly generated
sequences, ρsize, was the same as σsize. The ini-
tial number of greedily generated sequences, γsize,
was 35. The algorithms stopped after Gnum = 20
generations with no change.

Algorithms were compared based on P value of
the highest value sequence as a fraction of deter-
ministic greedy value, the hypervolume indicator,
and computational complexity. Highest value is
compared because higher value is generally the
more important goal. Minimum distance is a trival
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(b) Lines indicate the pareto-optimal front as found by
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under the curve.
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Figure 2: Results comparing each algorithm with four runs each on five different cases for each number of
waypoints. Mean, min, and max are indicated where appropriate.

case in which the rover travels directly from start
to finish without visiting any intermediary way-
points. Since the true highest possible value path
is unknown, computed values are normalized by
dividing by the value from deterministic greedy.
Figure 2a shows the value comparison for the
probabilistic greedy, single-objective genetic, and
NSGA-II waypoint sequencing algorithms. The
mean, minimum, and maximum for each of 5 test
cases at each number of waypoints are shown.
In most cases, the single-objective genetic algo-
rithm obtains the highest value path. However,
the NSGA-II algorithm is not far off in value.
Both genetic algorithms improve upon their initial
greedy populations in 93% of test cases. These
is more value gain with fewer waypoints. This
shows that at higher numbers of waypoints, the
algorithms are likely not adequately exploring the

solution space and higher populations are needed.

The hypervolume indicator, calculated as de-
scribed in [19], is used to measure the diver-
sity of solutions and the quality of non-dominated
solutions found. Solutions with higher hyper-
volume indicators get a higher diversity of solu-
tions than those with lower values. Waypoint se-
quence value and distance are normalized to the
range [0, 1] for this computation ( val

max observed val
and 1 − dist

max observed dist ). Figure 2b illustrates the
hypervolume indicator computation for one run.
Note that probabilistic greedy does not explore
the space very efficiently, single-objective genetic
does reasonably well with the highest value, and
NSGA-II explores the space most evenly. For
each algorithm, Figure 2c shows the mean, maxi-
mum, and minimum hypervolume indicators com-



puted for each of 5 test cases for each number of
waypoints. Note that NSGA-II gets the highest
hypervolume indicator fairly consistently, single-
objective genetic is a close second, and probabilis-
tic greedy does worst, especially as the number
of waypoints increases. This result is expected,
since the NSGA-II is explicitly seeking all pareto-
optimal solutions.

The total number of point-to-point planner calls
was used as a measurement of complexity be-
cause the point-to-point planner is called each
time a waypoint-to-waypoint cost is requested.
Evaluating a single waypoint sequence of N way-
points requires N − 1 planner calls. Figure 2d
shows the number of point-to-point planner calls,
mean, minimum, and maximum, that each algo-
rithm makes for each of 5 test cases for each
number of waypoints. Note that the log scale on
this plot obscures much of the variability for in-
dividual test cases. The probabilistic greedy al-
gorithm has a very low number of planner calls,
while both genetic approaches are considerably
higher, as expected. NSGA-II is slightly lower
than single-objective genetic for large numbers of
waypoints. The genetic algorithms are both sig-
nificantly faster than a brute force solution. In-
stead of the time complexity being factorial in
the number of waypoints, it is instead roughtly
O(NGσsize) where G is the number of generations.
The solution is now linear in the number of way-
points. The quality of the solution is strongly af-
fected by the number of generations and the pop-
ulation size. These two parameters can be con-
trolled to either provide a very good solution with
longer computation time or a faster solution that
might be slightly less desirable.

6 CONCLUSION

This research has demonstrated that metaheuris-
tic algorithms can be used to generate mission
plans for energy-constrained rovers in an envi-
ronment with significant time-varying shadows.
These algorithms have polynomial time complex-
ity, making them feasible for large numbers of
waypoints. Both the greedy and probabilistic
greedy algorithms can be used to quickly obtain
relatively low-quality solutions. However, given
more time, both genetic algorithms improve the
initial greedy population in 93% of test cases.
The single-objective algorithm more often finds
a higher value solution, but NSGA-II often ob-

tains a better variety of plans that mission plan-
ners could evaluate. Heuristics are used to great
effect to guide the genetic algorithms, enabling
better solutions in less time than purely random
exploration.

It is likely that the NSGA-II algorithm would
eventually approach an equal or higher value solu-
tion than the single-objective case but, because it
explores evenly across the pareto-optimal front, it
explores more slowly in the high-value region and
prematurely reaches the ending condition. The
NSGA-II algorithm could be modified by weight-
ing the crowding distance more heavily in favor
of value [20], increasing the population size and
number of generations, or by changing the stop-
ping conditions. In addition, current implemen-
tations are single-threaded and unoptimized. Fu-
ture work could vastly decrease the runtime and
increase population size through parallelization,
which would further improve solutions.
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